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The Many Worlds of Peter Mohyla 

IHOR SEVÕENKO 

To be in Kiev during the almost twenty years of Metropolitan Peter 
Mohyla's ascendancy in that city (1627-1646) must have been a heady 
experience for many a soul. The Orthodox at large were witnessing the 
rebirth of their Greek religion and of their Rus' nation. Select groups 
among them - teachers and students of Mohyla's college, well-estab- 
lished parents sending their sons there, or printers and editors at the 
press in the Monastery of the Caves (fig. 1, p. 41) of which Mohyla 
was abbot - could feel that they were playing an important part in 
bringing about that rebirth. Some helped by teaching, supporting, or 
learning the new "sciences," others by enlisting modern technology in 
the service of a sacred cause. In several quarters, spirits were uplifted 
and minds were expanding. 

My essay will be devoted primarily to these two lively and optimistic 
decades in Kiev's intellectual life. It will deal with the early years of 
Mohyla and of his educational enterprise; with the intellectual hori- 
zons of the metropolitan and of the students in his newly created 
college in Kiev; and with the attitude the college and its founder 
displayed toward the Polish Commonwealth and the Cossacks. I shall 
only occasionally touch upon the subsequent history and influence 
exerted by Mohyla's college, which was raised to the rank of an 
academy toward the very end of the seventeenth century. I shall, 
however, close with some remarks on what Mohyla's school may have 
contributed to the growth of Ukrainian historical and national con- 
sciousness.* 

* By way of experiment, I adopted the transcription rules proposed by O. A. 
Bevzo, "Pro pravyla drukuvannja istoryõnyx dokumentiv, pysanyx ukrajins'koju 
movoju v XVI-XVIII st.," Visnyk Akademiji nauk URSR, 1958, no. 2, pp. 12-26 
(cf. esp. 23-25), for proper names and texts written in the vernacular. For titles of 
books and for texts written (or purporting to be written) in Slavonic, I used the 
simplified conventional transliteration (except for rendering of r by h rather than 
g). The terms Rossija and rossijs'kyj have been translated as "Rus"' and "Ruthen- 
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10 IHOR SeVÖENKO 

I 

The Kievan Epiphany Bratstvo, a religious confraternity of laymen and 
clergy, was founded in 1615. It obtained the rank of a stauropêgion 
- that is, a foundation directly protected by the patriarch of Constan- 
tinople - through a charter issued in 1620 by Theophanes, the patri- 
arch of Jerusalem, who acted as Constantinople's plenipotentiary. The 
same charter sanctioned the Confraternity's school, which it called a 
school of Helleno-Slavonic and - significantly - Latin scripture. 
The year 1620, which saw the "illegal" re-establishment of an Orthodox 
hierarchy in the Ukraine and in Belorussia by the same Theophanes, 
was thus also a milestone for an educational upsurge in Kiev. The 

corresponding secular privilege for the Confraternity was issued by the 
Polish king Sigismund III in 1629. 

The directorship of the Confraternity school was an important post; 
it was held by people drawn from the ranks of the Orthodox intellec- 
tual elite. Iov Borec'kyj, the first metropolitan of Kiev of the restored 
hierarchy of 1620, was director between 1615 and 1619 and a superior 
of the school until 1631. Other prominent intellectuals, both laymen 
and ecclesiastics, among the officers of the school were Vasyl' Bere- 
zec'kyj the jurist, Meletij Smotryc'kyj (1618? 1626/28?), whose name 
is familiar to Slavic philologists, Kasijan Sakovyé, and Zaxarij Kopy- 
stens'kyj, archimandrite of the Monastery of the Caves. Such was the 
state of Orthodox education in Kiev when Peter Mohyla appeared on 
the scene, to strengthen and broaden the new concepts that were 
already making their way in that education.1 

ian," respectively, for in texts written in Mohyla's lifetime and within his jurisdic- 
tion these terms mean "Rus' " or "belonging to Rus' " within the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth, as opposed to Moskva 'Muscovy' and moskovs'kyj 'Muscovite'. 
To allow control and to avoid confusion with cases where "Rus'," "Ruthenian" 
translates Rus' rus'kyj, all renderings of the terms Rossija and rossijs'kyj are 
followed by the original form in brackets. Thus: "Ruthenian nation (narodu 
rossijs'koho)" To designate written languages of the time, I adopted "Ruthenian" 
for the relatively unified language written in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
on the territories of Rus' (that is, in the Ukraine, in Belorussia, and in parts of 
Lithuania); "Ukrainian" for Ruthenian with significant Ukrainian elements; and 
simply "Slavonic" for what I would like to call Vulgar Church Slavonic - a 
language in principle obeying the grammar of Old Church Slavonic and based on its 
vocabulary, but permeated with morphological and lexical elements belonging to 
later stages of various Slavic languages, with the local language providing most 
intrusions. 
1 On confraternities (brotherhoods) and their educational activity, cf. , e.g. , S. T. 
Golubev, Istorija Kievskoj duxovnoj akademii, I. Period domogiljanskij (Kiev, 
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THE MANY WORLDS OF PETER MOHYLA 11 

Mohyla (in Roumanian Movila, meaning "hill" or "mountain") 
came from the family of Moldavian hospodars.2 Moldavia originally 
depended ecclesiastically on Halyé, and when the Poles, as successors 

1886) (inaccessible to me); K. V. Xarlampoviö, Zapadnorusskie pravoslavnye 
Skoly XVI i naéala XVII veka . . . (Kazan', 1898), pp. 187ff.; E. N. Medynskij, 
Bratskie Skoly Ukrainy i Belorussii v XVl-XVII vv. i ix rol' v vossoedinenii 
Ukrainy s Rossiej (Moscow, 1954), and the two good works by Ja. D. Isajevyë, 
Bratstva ta jix rol' v rozvytku ukrajins'koji kul'tury XVI-XVIII st. (Kiev, 1966), 
and Dzerela z istoriji ukrajins'koji kuVtury doby feodalizmu (Kiev, 1972). Some 
information on confraternities can be derived from several books mentioned in the 
next note. For the various charters of Patriarch Theophanes, cf. Pamjatniki 
izdannye Vremennoju kommisieju dlja razbora drevnix aktov . . . , vol. 2 (Kiev, 
1846), nos. III-V, pp. 49-85 (cf. esp. 66, 70); for King Sigismund Ill's privilege, 
cf. ibid., no. VI, pp. 86-92. - On the later years of the Confraternity school and 
the early ones of that of Mohyla, cf. the interesting Autobiographical Note by 
Rev. Ihnatij Jevlevyõ (Iewlewicz), éd. S. T. Golubev, in the Universitetskie 
izvestija of Kiev, 26, no. 5 (May 1886): 74-79. We learn from Jevlevyé (p. 75) 
that the Confraternity school had classes of infima, grammatica, and syntaxima, an 
indication that Western educational patterns had been introduced in Kiev before 
Mohyla. 2 For a first approach to the vast literature on Mohyla and his college and 
academy, cf. the references in L. Je. Maxnovec', Ukrajins'ki pys'mennyky, vol. 1 
(Kiev, 1960), pp. 415-27, to which add the items cited in my "Agapetus East and 
West: The Fate of a Byzantine Mirror of Princes," Revue des études sud-est 
européennes 16 (1978) : 30, fn. 96. Furthermore, cf. Hugh F. Graham, "Peter 
Mogila- Metropolitan of Kiev," Russian Review 14 (October 1955): 345-56 (here 
Mohyla is viewed from the All-Russian vantage point); V. S. Pakulin, entry 
"Mogila" in Sovetskaja istoriâeskaja ènciklopedija 9 (1966), col. 537; A. íu- 
kovs'kyj, Petro Mohyla j pytannja jednosty cerkov [ = Ukrainian Free University 
Series: Monographs, 17] (Paris, 1969) (bibliography); W. K. Medlin and Ch. G. 
Patrinelis, Renaissance Influences and Religious Reforms in Russia (Geneva, 1971), 
esp., pp. 124-49 (several inexactitudes); H. Kowalska, entry "Mohüa (Moghilá, 
Movila) Piotr," in Polski stownik biograficzny 21, no. 3 (1976): 568-72 (level- 
headed; interested in Union negotiations ; bibliography) ; A. Sydorenko, The 
Kievan Academy in the Seventeenth Century [ = University of Ottawa Ukrainian 
Studies, 1] (Ottawa, 1977) (bibliography); H. F. Graham, entry "Mogila, Petr 
Simeonovich (1596-1647)," in The Modern Encyclopaedia of Russian and Soviet 
History 23 (1981): 9-12 (some bibliography); and Z.I. Xy&ijak, Kyjevo- 
Mohyljans'ka akademija, 2nd ed. (Kiev, 1981). Several works quoted in subse- 
quent notes contain portrayals of the metropolitan. Among older publications, I 
wish to single out A. Martel, La langue polonaise dans les pays ruthènes-Ukraine 
et Russie Blanche, 1569-1667 (Lille, 1938, but completed by 1931), esp. 
pp. 239-88, "L'Académie de Kiev," and 289-307, "Conclusion," for the sharp- 
ness of its sight, its ample recourse to sources (including Titov's Materijaly), and its 
plausible thesis that in Mohyla's time most of the Ruthenian Orthodox elite was 
loyal to the Polish Crown. Cf. the sympathetic, if guardedly critical, review of 
Martel by J. Serex (George Y. Shevelov) in Ukrajina (Paris), 2 (1949) : 99-107. In 
documenting statements by Mohyla or his circle, I made liberal use of Xv. Titov, 
Materijaly dlja istoriji knyinoji spravy na Vkrajini v XVI-XVIII vv. Vsezbirka 
peredmov do ukrajins'kyx starodrukiv [ = Ukrajins'ka akademija nauk, Zbirnyk 
istorycno-filolohiènoho viddilu, 17] (Kiev, 1924). 
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12 iHOR Sevûenko 

to the Halyc principality, extended their protectorate over Moldavia 
(by then inhabited by speakers of a Roumanian dialect) they insisted 
on maintaining Moldavia's ecclesiastical dependence on Halyö. De- 
spite the establishment (in 1401) of a separate Moldavian metropolitan 
see with residence in Suceava (Suõava), Moldavia remained in touch 
with western Rus', partly because its vassalage to Poland was renewed 
(1402) and partly because in Moldavia the main language of adminis- 
tration and of the church was Slavonic - a vehicle that continued to 
be used (if to a lesser extent as time progressed) into the eighteenth 
century in official acts and in contacts with the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth. Polish, too, was introduced in Moldavia. The treaties 
of 1519 and 1527 between Sigismund I and Hospodar Stephen were 
written in that language, as was some of the correspondence of the 
L'viv burghers and the L'viv confraternity with the hospodars. Ru- 
thenian had its share in this correspondence as well: for instance, 
Symeon Mohyla, the father of our Peter, wrote to the L'viv confra- 
ternity in that language. Religious polemical literature of the sixteenth 
century and early seventeenth centuries, written in Ruthenian and 
Polish, also reached Moldavia, largely through the L'viv confraternity. 
In turn, many hospodars were benefactors of the confraternity, as they 
were of other Orthodox establishments outside their frontiers, for 
instance, the monasteries of Mount Athos and the Monastery of 
St. Catherine on Mt. Sinai. 

The Mohyla family was granted the rights of indigenous nobility in 
the Commonwealth in 1593. In 1595 Jeremiah Mohyla became hospo- 
dar as a vassal of Poland; his brother Symeon, father of Peter, was a 
vassal hospodar as well. Peter Mohyla, who spent his childhood in 
Moldavia, is reported - in a single source of dubious authority - to 
have studied in France after his father's death in 1608. He moved to 
Poland when the fortunes of his family declined in Moldavia. In 1617 
he was at the court of Hetmán Zólkiewski; in 1621 he took part in the 
Battle of Xotyn' (Chocim) against the Turks at the side of the victori- 
ous Lithuanian grand hetmán Chodkiewicz. He then moved to the 
Ukraine, bought landed property near Kiev, and entered monastic 
orders at the city's Monastery of the Caves in 1625. 

In spite of this Western background and friendly stance toward 
Poland, the Mohyla family, including Peter, were ardent supporters of 
Orthodoxy. Some time after 1628, when Mohyla finally became archi- 
mandrite of the Caves Monastery, he set about establishing a school 
there. He intended to create an institution which would keep Eastern 
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THE MANY WORLDS OF PETER MOHYLA 13 

Orthodoxy untouched and properly taught, but would avoid the draw- 
backs of Confraternity schools. Instruction at his school was to attain 
the level of Western - which in practical terms meant Polish - edu- 
cation and thus make unnecessary sending Orthodox youth to the 
West in quest of learning. In short, his school at the Caves Monastery 
was to be not so much a Helleño-Slavonic as a Latino-Polish one. That 
made his enterprise suspect to Orthodox zealots. 

To avoid Orthodox attacks, in 1631 Mohyla secured the blessings of 
the patriarch of Constantinople for the foundation of what a contem- 
porary witness described as a school of Latin and Polish sciences. 
When in the fall of the same year instruction began for the more than 
hundred pupils in the newly created school, located near the Caves 
Monastery, Kiev's Orthodox zealots spread unfriendly rumors about 
what was being taught there, and the teachers at the school were 
accused of pro-Uniate leanings. This upset the lower classes and when 
the Cossacks, too, learned about the accusations, Mohyla was in 
jeopardy: both his teachers and he himself were presumably threat- 
ened with death for introducing Latin and Polish in the school. As one 
of the teachers (and a future metropolitan of Kiev), Syl'vester Kossov, 
said in his Exegesis of 1635, Mohyla's opponents intended to stuff the 
sturgeons of the Dnieper with the teachers of the school - a bit of 
incidental information precious both to the intellectual historian and to 
the historical ichthyologist.3 Acting with skill, Mohyla reached a 
compromise by agreeing to a fusion of his Caves school with that of the 
Kiev confraternity, situated in Kiev's Podil district; and for a number 
of years instruction was given in that part of the city. The fusion, 
implemented during the school recess of 1632, is attested in several 
documents, two of which involve the Cossacks. In an important 
statement, dated 12 March 1632 from Kaniv, the Cossack hetmán Ivan 
Petryzyc'kyj and the Zaporozhian Cossacks extended their protec- 
tion over the school founded by Mohyla; in a letter of 17 March 1632, 

3 For "better than one hundred" pupils in the first year of Mohyla's school, cf. the 
Note by Jevlevyé (as in fa. 1 above), p. 77. For the sturgeons, cf. Arxiv Jugo- 
Zapadnoj Rossiit pt. 1, vol. 8, 1 (Kiev, 1914), esp. p. 423: "Byl ten szas [sic], 
zechmy sic wyspowiadawszy, tylko ióz oczekiwali, póki nami . . . dnieprowych 
jesiotrów nadziewaó zechcç, abo póki iednego ogniem, drugiego mieczem na 
drugi s*wiat zasia/' For a discussion of Mohyla's foes in the 1630s and an analysis 
of Kossov's apology of Mohyla's school, cf. Ju. Geryõ, "Exegesis Syl'vestra 
Kosova (1635 r.)," in a number of issues of Logos, 9-12 (Yorkton, Sask., 1958- 
61). On Mohyla's and the teachers' lives being threatened by "ignorant popes and 
Cossacks," cf. also the testimony of Gabriel Domec'kyj, quoted in S. Golubev, 
Kievskij metropolit Petr Mogila . . . , vol. 1 (1883), p. 436. 
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14 IHOR SEVÍENKO 

the hetmán bade the local Cossack ataman to support the union of the 
Confraternity's with Mohyla's school.4 

The Latin character of the new school, offensive to the Orthodox 
zealots, was also repugnant to the Jesuits and to certain high officials of 
the Crown, including Vice-Chancellor Thomas Zamoyski, who were 

unwilling to yield the monopoly in higher learning to the benighted 
Ruthenians. The Jesuits, in particular, fearing competition for their 
own schools in the Ukraine (their first foundation, in Kiev's Podil, 
dated from about 1620), exerted pressure upon the government. 
Accordingly, in 1634 King Wladyslaw IV ordered Mohyla to abolish 
the Latin schools and Latin printing presses under his jurisdiction and 
to use the rights granted him "with moderation." 

In spite of this, a year later (1635), the king confirmed Mohyla's 
school in Kiev. Not as an academy, it is true; it would have no 

jurisdiction of its own and no subjects beyond dialectics and logic - 

that is, no theology - were to be taught there. However, the king 
yielded on the point of Latin and allowed liberal arts (humaniora) to 
be taught "in scholis Kijoviensibus . . . Graece et Latine." Note the 
modest term scholis: it appears that an academy which would prepare 
an elite for service in Rus' was considered more inconvenient to the 

policies of the Catholic state than a re-established Orthodox hierarchy. 
The latter, it was continuously hoped, could be persuaded to join the 
Union, especially if a Uniate patriarchate of Kiev were created and the 

patriarchal throne were offered to Mohyla - a bait he refused to take, 
either in 1636 or in later years.5 Mohyla's dream of an academy was not 
to be fulfilled in his lifetime, and his school remained the Collegium 
Kijoviense Mohileanum until the end of the century. For all that, it was 
the most important of the schools in the Ukraine under Mohyla's 
supervision, others being, for instance, those of Kremjanec' (Krze- 
4 For documents concerning the fusion, cf. Pamjatniki (1846) . . . (as in fn. 1 
above), nos. VIII-X, pp. 101-143; Petryzyc'kyj's statement of 12 March 1632 
was later confirmed by Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj and his son Jurij, cf. ibid., p. 143. 
For Petryzyc'kyj's letter of 17 March 1632, cf., e.g. Pamjatniki izdannye Kiev- 
skoju kommissieju dlja razbora drevnix aktov, vol. 2, 2nd ed. (Kiev, 1897), 
pp. 421-22, reprinted in Zukovs'kyj, Petro Mohyla (as in fn. 2 above), p. 216. 
Cf. also the Note by Jevlevyö (as in fn. 1 above). 5 Cf. M. Andrusiak, "Sprawa patnarchatu kijowskiego za Wladystawa IV," trace 
historyczne w 30-lecie dzialalnoéci profesorskiej Stanislawa Zakrzewskiego (L'viv, 
1934), pp. 269-285, with sources. Cf. also M. Rechowicz, "Sprawa patariarchatu 
koáciola 'greckiego' na ziemiach dawnej Polski," Ateneum Kapiañskie 49 
(1948) : 346-52 (inaccessible to me) and A. H. Velykyj, "Anonimnyj projekt Petra 
Mohyly . . . ," Analecta Ordinis S. Basilii Magni, ser. 2, vol. 4 (Rome, 1963), 
pp. 434-97. 
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THE MANY WORLDS OF PETER MOHYLA 15 

mieniec) in Volhynia, and of Vinnycja in the Braclav palatinate (the 
Vinnycja school was transferred to HoSéa around 1640). When 
Mohyla strived to have his school named an academy, he was trying to 
give it equal status with the Jesuit schools, such as the Vilnius (Wilno) 
Academy. No wonder that Mohyla's college borrowed much from the 
Jesuit system - the enemy was to be fought with the enemy's 
weapons. 

The college's top administration consisted of a rector and a prefect. 
The rector was also the abbot of the Monastery of the Epiphany 
Confraternity, a position implying rule over landed property. Conse- 
quently, the rector was the college's top budgetary officer; he also 
taught philosophy and, in a later period, theology. The prefect was the 
inspector and administrator in charge of supplies and feeding the 
students; as professor, he taught rhetoric. The regular teachers were 
assisted by the more gifted students, called auditores, who both ex- 
plained the subjects to their fellow pupils before classes and supervised 
learning in the dormitory (bursa). In doing so, they were following 
Jesuit practice, but also continuing a mediaeval tradition and function- 
ing somewhat as tutors in English colleges do today. 

The curriculum, patterned on the Jesuit model, initially took five 
years to complete. The classes were called infima, grammatica, syn- 
taxima, class of poetics, and class of rhetoric. The first three classes 
offered mostly instruction in languages: Greek, Latin, Slavonic and 
Polish; also catechism, ecclesiastical chant, and arithmetic. The poetics 
class taught what we would call literary theory today, literary genres, 
and mythology, since every contemporary speech, poem or other 
writing had to be heavily seasoned with mythological allusions. Most 
of the textbooks on poetics that remain date from a later period, but 
two of them are early, and come from 1637 and 1646, respectively. 
Some of these textbooks, incidentally, were composed by famous 
personalities such as Symeon Polockij, and Feofan Prokopovyc. All 
manuals of poetics were written in Latin and Polish with examples 
drawn both from such classical writers as Martial and from the Polish- 
Latin poet Matthew Sarbiewski. Later textbooks drew liberally on 
Polish Renaissance and Baroque poetry (Jan Kochanowski, Samuel 
Twardowski) for their examples.6 

6 On the textbook of 1637 by A. Stamovec'kyj and M. Kotozvars'kyj (known 
only in a copy of 1910, rediscovered in 1968), cf. V. I. Krekoten', "Kyjivs'ka 
poetyka 1637 roku," in Literaturna spadãèyna Kyjivs'koji Rusi i ukrajins'ka 
literatura XVI-XVIII st. (Kiev, 1981), pp. 118-54 (pp. 125-154: Ukrainian trans- 
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16 IHOR SevCenko 

In the class of rhetoric students were taught the rules of composing 
gratulatory speeches, speeches of thanks, greetings, farewells, and 
funeral orations. The earliest textbook (based on lectures given in 
1635/36) used examples culled both from Erasmus of Rotterdam and 
Stanislaw Orzechowski; the most important one, by Prokopovyö 
(1706), showed some anti-Polish cultural bias, but was written, like the 
overwhelming majority of Kiev manuals of rhetoric, in Latin.7 Plays on 
biblical subjects were among the students' extracurricular endeavors; 
at first, they were both composed and performed by pupils. This 
activity, again patterned on Jesuit practice, was to continue and would 
culminate in the "tragedokomedia" Vladimen? composed by Proko- 
povyc and performed by Kiev students as a welcome to Hetmán 
Mazepa in July of 1705. 

The class of dialectic provided training in scholastic disputations, an 
antiquated procedure consisting of questions and answers and subdi- 
visions of the subject. Philosophy was taught according to Aristotle (or 
his commentators), and in Latin. It was subdivided into logic, physics, 
metaphysics, and ethics - again, hardly an innovative procedure, but 
no different from that adopted in most schools of the time. The course 
lasted three years. As for textbooks, the first one composed by Joseph 
Kononovyc-Horbac'kyj for the courses of 1639/40 (and still unpub- 
lished) was modestly called Subsidium logicae, perhaps reflecting the 
doubts as to whether philosophy was a permissible subject, but the 
third, written by Innokentij Gizel' for his courses of 1646/47 (it, too, is 
still unpublished), was called explicitly Opus totius philosophiae. Its 
last part dealt with God and the angels, perhaps a substitute for the 
absence of a course in theology. To learn this latter sublime subject, 

lation of the text); cf. also Radjans'ke liter aturoznavstvo, 1970, no. 10, p. 77, and 
I. Ivan'o, Oäerk razvitija èstetiâeskoj mysli Ukrainy (Moscow, 1981), pp. 77 
and 83. On other textbooks, cf. R. Luzny, Pisane kregu Akademii Kijowsko- 
Mohylañskiej a literatura pois ka . . . [ = Zeszyty naukowe Uniwersytetu Jagiel- 
loñskiego CXLII, Prace historycznoliterackie, Zeszyt 11] (Cracow, 1966), 
pp. 22-107 (still the best), and D. S. Nalyvajko, "Kyjivs'ki poetyky XVII-pocatku 
XVIII st. v konteksti evropejs'koho literaturnoho procesu," in Literaturna spad- 
Sëyna (as in this fn., above), pp. 155-195. 7 For a bibliographical description of textbooks of rhetorics produced in Mohyla's 
college and academy, cf. Ja. M. Stratij, V. D. Litvinov, V. A. AndruSko, Opi- 
sanie kursov filosofii i ritoriki prof essor ov Kievo-Mogiljanskoj akademii (Kiev, 
1982), pp. 11-136 (127 items). Nine out of ten books of Prokopovyö's Latin 
textbook can now be read in Ukrainian translation; cf. V. I. àynkaruk et al., eds., 
F. Prokopovyé, Filosofati tvory, voi. 1 (Kiev, 1979), pp. 101-433 [Book IX, On 
Sacred Eloquence, has been omitted]. 
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THE MANY WORLDS OF PETER MOHYLA 17 

more gifted pupils were sent to Catholic academies in Vilnius and 
Zamosc or even abroad.8 

II 

Mohyla was consecrated as a Crown-approved metropolitan of Kiev in 
1633. While introducing reforms into the liturgical practices of his 
church, he championed the return ad fontes ■; and the sources he had 
foremost in mind were Greek, even if sometimes they were located in 
the West - in Venice or even in Eton. Mohyla best expressed his 
postulate in the prefaces he wrote to the Service Book or Leiturgiarion 
(Sluzebnyk) of 1639 and to the Sacramentary or Euchologion (Treb- 
nyk) of 1646, the last work issued by the Lavra press in his lifetime. 

In the preface of 1646, the metropolitan fended off attacks coming 
from the detractors of his publications, and stressed the basic agree- 
ment between the Rus' and Greek sacramentaries. In addition, he 
professed the aim of eliminating the errors contained in sacramentaries 
that had been printed in Vilnius, L'viv, and Ostroh at a time when 

8 In his Note y Jevlevyc (as in fn. 1 above), p. 77, implies that a class of 
philosophy was taught in the united schools of the confraternity and Mohyla as 
early as 1632. He himself attended a three-year course in philosophy in Mohyla's 
college about 1640. For information on textbooks of philosophy produced in Kiev, 
cf. M. Stratij and others, Opisanie kursov (as in the preceding fn.), pp. 152-324 
(cf. esp. pp. 152-65 on the texts by Kononovyö-Horbac'kyj and Gizel'); V. M. 
Niõik, "Rol' Kievo-Mogiljanskoj akademii v razvitii oteöestvennoj filosofii," in 
V. D. Beloded and others, Filosofskaja mysV v Kieve (Kiev, 1982), pp. 105-48 (in 
this chapter's title, "otecestvennyj" has the pre-1914 meaning of "Russian in the 
broad sense, including Ukrainian and Belorussian" ; the main value of Niöik's 
exercise consists in quotations [in Russian translation] from hitherto unpublished 
Kievan textbooks on philosophy, logic, and rhetorics. The author deals predomi- 
nantly with the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries); and I. S. Zaxara, 
Bor'ba idej v filosofskoj mysli na Ukraine na rubeie XVII-XVIII vv. (Stefan 
Javorskij) (Kiev, 1982), esp. pp. 55-62. For a Russian translation of parts of 
Gizel's Opus totius philosophiae, cf. Ja. M. Stratij, Problemy natur-filosofii v 
filosofskoj mysli Ukrainy XVII v. (Kiev, 1981), pp. 145-187. For Ukrainian trans- 
lations of other textbooks on logic, philosophy, physics, rhetoric and poetics in the 
periodical Filosofs'ka dumka, between 1970 and 1979, cf. I. K. Bilodid, Kyjevo- 
Mohyljans'ka akademija v istoriji sxidnjoslovjans'kyx liter aturnyx mov (Kiev, 
1979), p. 75, fn. 70. - Information about the curriculum and organization of 
Mohyla's college has been culled mostly from A. Jabtonowski, Akademia 
Kijowsko-Mohilañska . . . (Cracow, 1899-1900) (old but excellent; based on 
sources), and A. Sydorenko, Kievan Academy (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 107-134. 
Among other works cited in fn. 2 above (or accessible through that note), cf. also 
those by S. T. Golubev (especially his essay, "Kievo-mogiljanskaja kollegija pri 
zizni svoego fundatora, Kievskogo mitropolita Petra Mogily," Trudy Kievskoj 
duxovnoj akademii 31, no. 12 [1890]: 535-557) and by Xyznjak. 
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there was no Orthodox hierarchy - i.e., before 1620 - and when 
publishers were issuing books for "ill-gotten gains." Such faulty books 
perpetuated old customs and old prejudices; for instance, they con- 
tained a prayer for the midwife who swaddled the child. According to 
Mohyla, there was no New Testament authority for such a prayer: in 
passages devoted to the Nativity, the Evangelists implied that the 
Virgin Mary swaddled her son herself. What did a midwife have to do 
with all this?9 

Mohyla declared that in his Trebnyk he would provide a standard 
text based on the Greek sacramentary, and that this text was to 
supersede all others. In a play on words, he appealed to his readers to 
stop using the useless usage books (ponexaj zazyvaty nepotrebnyc' z 
Trebnykov predrecennyx), and he castigated those who continued to 
refer to such sacramentaries.10 In doing so he showed the same 

9 Mohyla may have been technically right here, but pictorial representations of a 
midwife at Christ's birth do exist and go back to about the year 700. Moreover, a 
prayer mentioning the midwife at Christ's birth does occur in some Greek Eucho- 
logia; cf. S. Golubev in Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 9 (Kiev, 1893), 
p. 104 and fn. 1. 
10 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 51, pp. 367-73. Cf. esp. pp. 370- 
71: ". . . I saw at all times that our enemies and the false brothers of Holy 
Orthodoxy weighed heavily upon and did violence to the Orthodox by various acts 
of malice and offense; and that they brazenly called our priests ignoramuses and 
ruffians when it came to dispensing and celebrating the Holy Sacraments and 
(performing) other liturgical functions. They clamored that Orthodox Rus' had 
turned heretic, that she was ignorant of the number, form, matter, intention and 
effect of the Holy Sacraments, (that she) was unable to render account of them, 
and (that she) followed divers ways in the performance of the Holy Sacraments. 
Having labored according to my lights on behalf of Jesus Who granted me strength, 
I took upon myself to lift (the burden of) such a heavy scorn by the Foe from the 
enlightened Orthodox congregation of the Holy Church of Rus' (rossijs'koji). By 
the Grace of God my labors were not in vain, as may be gathered by any 
enlightened and pious reader of the present book called the Trebnyk. If you read it, 
enlightened reader, you will recognize that it is a singular calumny (to assert) that 
Rus', in the persons of her prelates and other superiors, might be deficient in the 
requisite doctrine concerning her salvation, (a doctrine received) from the Holy 
Ghost Who is always present in the Holy Church. Church books, translated by the 
divinely inspired men from the Greek into the Slavonic tongue, and containing the 
true and sublime theology, are proof of this. . . . Whoever so wishes, should 
collate Greek manuscript Euchologia with our Rus' ones; he will find without fail 
that they are in essential accord concerning the performance and application of the 
seven Divine Ecclesiastical Sacraments." For Mohyla's preface to the 1639 edition 
of the Leitourgiarion or Sluzebnyk, cf. Titov, Materijaly, pp. 213-19. Cf. esp. 
p. 216 on "striving for gain" by printers of the previous Slavic books; p. 217 on the 
high value of Greek models and on Ruthenian and Muscovite service books and on 
the distinction between "our" and "Muscovite" service books (which, too, are 
considered to be of high value) ; and p. 218 for a quotation from St. Augustine and 
for an attack on L'viv printers. 
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attitude, the same purifying and renovating spirit, and the same 
reliance on Greek standards that Patriarch Nikon was to show in 
Muscovy some years later. 

For all such justified praises of the Greek as the appropriate source 
for improved Slavonic texts, Greek and Slavonic soon diminished in 

importance in Kievan printing and education, and the school of 
Mohyla became more and more Latinized and Polonized.11 There were 
valid reasons for the shift. By the middle of the seventeenth century, 
Greek was no longer a language of modern thought, and Old Church 
Slavonic never had been. It was taught because it was the language of 
Orthodox ecclesiastical texts. The right of the Orthodox to use Latin 
and Polish in their teaching, however, continued to be challenged not 
only by the Orthodox zealots and by Catholics led by the Jesuits, but 
also by the Uniates. Mohyla had to reassert this right in the forties of 
the seventeenth century. In his Lithos or Stone (1644), he admitted 
that Rus' needed a knowledge of Greek and Church Slavonic for 
religious purposes. But for political activity, he claimed, it needed not 
only Polish, but also Latin, because people of the Polish Crown lands 
used Latin as if it were their mother tongue. In both chambers of 
parliament, in the courts, in dealings with the Crown, in all political 
matters, Ruthenians, as citizens of the Crown, should know the 
languages without which one could not function in the state. It would 
be neither right nor decorous for a Ruthenian to speak Greek or 
Slavonic in front of a member of the Senate or of the Diet, for he 
would need an interpreter to accompany him wherever he went, and 
would be taken for a stranger or a simpleton. Even in explaining 
matters of faith, one should be able to give a reply in the language in 

11 The most vigorous Kievan statement in defense of the Slavonic language (both 
in the sense of Church Slavonic and in that of "Slavic in general") known to me 
stems from Zaxarij Kopystens'kyj, Mohyla's predecessor as abbot of the Monas- 
tery of the Caves. It dates from 1623; thus it is earlier than Mohyla's appearance on 
the scene. Even this forceful apology was written in Polonized Ukrainian. It 
comprised the following four points: that Slavonic was spoken by Japhet and his 
generation; that Slavonic is naturally appropriate for translating from the Greek; 
that Latin is poorer in that respect; and that Latin is inferior to Greek, especially in 
matters of philosophical and theological terminology. By comparison, Pamvo 
Berynda's incidental praises of the "deeply wise" and "broad" (Church) Slavonic 
tongue are mild and lack the anti-Latin sting. They were published in 1627; thus 
they were written when Mohyla was still only a monk at the Monastery of the 
Caves. For Kopystens'kyj, cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 14, 
pp. 74-75; for Berynda, cf. ibid., no. 27, p. 178 and no. 28, p. 185. In terms of 
titles alone, out of 80 books published by the Lavra Press between 1616-1654, 12 
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20 IHOR §EVÕENKO 

which one is asked the question, that is, either in straight Latin or in 
Polish with ample Latin admixtures.12 

Consequently, by 1649 Greek was taught in the college only "in 

part" (otcasti). Such was the testimony of the notorious Paisios 

Ligarides, the patriarch of Jerusalem, who taught in the college for a 
while and who was to play a nefarious role in the downfall of Nikon, 
the patriarch of Moscow, several years later. Ligarides may have had a 

point. The preface to the Eucharisterion, the gratulatory tract offered 
Mohyla in 1632 by the school's pupils, contains an error in Greek, and 
the Greek fresco inscriptions done about 1643 in the Church of the 
Savior at Berestovo barely make sense (fig. 2, p. 42). 13 Even 

Mohyla's own writing of 1631 exhibits some imperfections in Greek 
and it is only charity that allows us to call them typographical errors.14 
As for the Slavonic and Ruthenian languages, they must have been 

taught on the basis of local textbooks and dictionaries produced 
toward the end of the sixteenth century - such as Lavrentij Zyzanij's 
Grammar and Leksis (both printed in Vilnius in 1596) - or issued in 
the period of the Kiev Confraternity school, such as Meletij Smo- 

were in Polish or Latin, but Polish items such as the Paterikon, the Teratourgêma 
and Mohvla's Catechism must have been issued in large editions. 
12 Arxiv Juzo-Zapadnoi Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 9 (Kiev, 1893), pp. 375-77. 13 Ligarides may have been of the opinion that in his time the college had very few 
teachers who knew Greek, cf. Jabtonowski, Akademia (as in fn. 8 above), p. 102; 
Martel, La langue polonaise ... (as in fn. 2 above), p. 281; this, however, is not 
borne out by the source quoted in both books as evidence for his alleged view, 
namely, Pamjatniki . . . , 2 (1846) (as in fn. 1 above), no. XIV, p. 190. - Fresco 
inscriptions at Berestovo: The scroll held by Prophet Zephaniah (cf. fig. 2, p. 42) 
exhibits the letters OONH H|MEPA2 K-|YinEP K-|AI CKAI|PATAIAV:'1 
HArTHH| !EPA2-|AArnT-|OO. Except for the first two words, this is gibberish. 
To understand it, we must turn to the late Greek painters' manuals, containing 
instructions about the portraits of the Prophets in the drum of the dome. There, we 
read, e.g.: "Prophet Zephaniah, an old man with a short beard, says: <3>cdvt) f|(xéQCxç 
Kvqlou JuxQà xcd oxXtjqó:- XéXexxai [varia lectio: xéxaxtai] oírv avvc' fjuiça 
oáXjuYYoçV 'The voice of the day of the Lord is bitter and harsh; it has been called 
[v.l. : set up as] the day of the trumpet.' Cf. e.g., A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, ed., 
AtovvoioDTOvèxOovQva'EQfATiveiaTfiçÇcDYQa^tHfiÇTéxvTiç . . .(St. Petersburg, 
1909), pp. 261-289. The errors on the Prophet scrolls are most probably due to 
local amanuenses. The names of the Prophets themselves are written correctly, 
probably by Greek painters - for there seems to be Greek inscriptional evidence 
in the Church of the Savior that the painters of the 1643/44 restoration were 
Greeks: cf. words iorÒQr'oE Fçaixcõv ôaxTÚXoiç 'provided with pictures by the 
fingers of the Greeks,' in a fresco poem on one of the walls. The poem is difficult to 
read. 
14 Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 263, 264, 265. The error Jtevrexoara- 
QLOv on p. 265 (instead of -vrn-) seems to indicate that in ecclesiastical and high 
style Greek, Mohyla - or his printer - pronounced both r' and e as [e], that is, 
not in the Byzantine, but in the Erasmian way. 
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tryc'kyj's Grammar of 1619 and Pamvo Berynda's Leksikon sloveno- 
rosskij, the latter published in the Caves Monastery in 1627. 

Polish, more than Latin, was becoming the literary vehicle in the 
college, even at the printing house of the Caves Monastery. In 
1645, Mohyla supplemented the Ruthenian edition of his abbreviated 
catechism with a Polish one, and the Polish edition was published first. 
What is more, the two books about the virtues of, and the miracles 
performed by, the monks of the Caves Monastery throughout its 
history (the Paterikon by Syl'vester Kossov of 1635, and the Teratour- 
géma by Afanasij Kal'nofojs'kyj of 1638) were written in Polish. The 
preface to the latter work includes an allusion to Apuleius and Latin 
words and quotations, one of them from the Ars Poetica of Horace.15 
Thus the future linguistic coloring of the college, and later of the 
academy - which was to remain largely Latin and Polish until about 
the middle of the eighteenth century, even under Russian domina- 
tion - developed within a few years of the date of its foundation. 

Ill 

Mohyla's educational enterprise reflected the interplay of cultural 
forces in seventeenth-century Ukraine. The ancestral faith survived in 
borrowed forms, and admiration for the church poetry of a John of 
Damascus coexisted with predilection for classical mythological trap- 
pings. However, Mohyla's college was what it was also because the 
man who created it was a man of many worlds. His experience and his 
contacts - or his plans - encompassed Warsaw, Cracow, possibly 
some other Polish or Western center of learning, but also Jassy (Ia§i), 
Constantinople, and even, if to a much lesser degree, Moscow. He 
could choose the level and language of discourse according to his 
addressee, and he could combine a Jesuit's sophistication with an 
Orthodox believer's simple faith in miracles performed by his religion. 

It is of some importance to study the use of languages within the 
seventeenth-century Rus' elite. It appears that most members of that 
elite understood all four languages involved - Slavonic, Ruthenian, 
Polish, and Latin. Thus no one language or style was the sole vehicle at 
the speaker's or writer's disposal for conveying a particular message. A 
choice was involved, and that choice indicated the cultural commit- 

15 Cf. Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 8, 1 (Kiev, 1914), pp. 473-77, esp. 
p. 477, and Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), esp. p. 523. 
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ment or cultural position taken at a given moment. Thus, to his 
brother Moses, the hospodar of Moldavia, Mohyla wrote in almost 
pure Slavonic. The foreign quotations of his missive were all Greek, 
and all other quotations were scriptural. It is astonishing how well 

Mohyla mastered the Slavonic idiom, which he learned probably from 
teachers connected with the L'viv confraternity. However, the real con- 
cerns of the man and the time put a limit to his linguistic and conceptual 
mimicry. The missive's Slavonic, good as it was, contained words (such 
as politiâeskaç and ceremonii) that were outside of the Old Church 
Slavonic canon. When Mohyla described for his brother the duties of 
the ideal ruler, he was practicing a genre used in the Byzantine world 
since at least the sixth century. While listing these duties, Mohyla pro- 
claimed that his brother, being a ruler, was to be a benefactor of the 
church - that was Byzantine enough. But he was also to be a benefactor 
of schools (blahodëtelju . . . uciliscb byti)- this piece of advice I do 
not remember reading in any mirror of princes addressed to a Byzantine 
emperor.16 

Another set of Mohyla's Slavonic writings deals with miracles per- 
formed in his own time in the Orthodox church; not exclusively in the 
Ukraine - for, after all, he was not a Ruthenian, just an Orthodox of 

many cultures - but also on Ukrainian territory. One of these mira- 
cles occurred in the household of his own servant, Stanislav Tretjak. 
Tretjak had just built a house and asked Mohyla to consecrate it. This 

Mohyla did, and left some of the holy water behind. When he returned 
a year later, he was met by Tretjak and his wife, who had kept the 
water and who claimed that it had changed into wine. Mohyla tasted it. 
The taste reminded him, he wrote, of Wallachian wine (vkus aki 
voloskoho vina), and he wanted to make sure that no mistake had 
occurred. After all, the son of the hospodar of Wallachia and Moldavia 
would know his Wallachian wines. When the couple swore that the 

change was miraculous, Mohyla accepted their word, took the holy 
water with him, and still had it at the time of writing. The water "had a 

bouquet and taste of wine, and was not turning to vinegar."17 
Stories such as this must have been meant for all Orthodox, not only 

for those of the Ukraine. When Mohyla addressed his own monks, 

16 For the text in question (Mohyla's dedication of the Pentêkostarion [Cvétnaja 
Triodb] of 1631 to Moses Mohyla), cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 38, 
pp. 263-66, and D. P. Bogdan, "Les enseignements de Pierre Movila adressés 
à son frère Moise Movila," Cyrillomethodianwn 1 (1971): 1-25, esp. Í9-22.. 
17 Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 7 (Kiev, 1887), pp. 113-14. 
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Kiev churchgoers, or the clerics of his jurisdiction, as he did in his 
inaugural sermon pronounced in Kiev's Lavra in March of 1632, or in 
his prefaces to the Service Book of 1639 and to the Sacramentary of 
1646, he wrote in Polonized Ukrainian, using such Polish words as 
daleko barzëj 'much more', pien'knaja 'beautiful', and prelozonyje 
'superiors', but keeping the Ukrainian ohon' musyt {byti) 'fire must 
(be)', pysuèy 'writing', sëo 'what', and Scoby 'in order that'. 
This mixed language also contained elements of Slavonic, if unauthen- 
tic, appearance such as jedinoutrobnë and smotrëti. Most scriptural 
quotations in the preface to the Sacramentary were in Old Church 
Slavonic, but some were in the Ruthenian literary language of the 
time, mixed with Slavonic. 

When Mohyla addressed representatives of the Orthodox nobility, 
whether Bohdan Stetkevié, a Belorussian chamberlain, Theodore 
Suscans'kyj, a land-scribe of the Kiev palatinate, or Jeremiah VyS- 
nevec'kyj (Wisniowiecki), a prince in danger of apostatizing from 
Orthodoxy, his Ruthenian language was heavily Polonized, his quota- 
tions were drawn from Lactantius or St. Augustine, his Christian 
similes heavily contaminated with bits of pagan wisdom, and his 
flattery was as artless as the recipient must have been undiscriminat- 
ing. To his relative Prince Vysnevec'kyj he wrote: "This venerable 
cross will be unto your princely grace what the mast was once unto 
Ulysses, which protected him from the Sirens, that is, the pleasures of 
this world."18 We must duly report that Mohyla's reference to Ulysses 
attached to the mast (a préfiguration of the cross) harkened back to 
Greek patristic literature of the early fourth century, but we are more 
interested to note that in naming the hero from Ithaca he used the 
Latinizing Ulessesovy, not a derivative from the Greek Odysseus. And 
when Mohyla spoke of the ancestors of Theodore Proskura SuSõan- 
s'kyj, a man whose young son, or at least relative, was a student at the 
college, he spun the following yarn, in which he must have believed as 
much as he did in Hercules or Apollo. The ancestry of Proskura went 
back to Vladimir the Great. One of his forebears served Anne, the 
daughter, so Mohyla seems to have said, of the Byzantine emperor and 
the wife of Vladimir. This forebear was given the proskura (prosphora, 
blessed bread eaten after communion) to be carried from church to 
palace, and ate it on the way. Hence the family nickname Proskura. 

18 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 39, pp. 268-70, cf. esp. p. 269. 
Mohyla was dedicating the text of his inaugural sermon of 1632 to VySnevec'kyj. 
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This nickname was attested by Rus' chroniclers, whom, of course, 
Mohyla failed to specify. Under Svjatoslav, prince of Kiev in 1059 
(sic), the Proskuras received their coat-of-arms of cross and arrow as a 
reward for the exploits of one family member in a battle against the 
infidel Cumans (hustym trupom pohanskyrn syrokoje okryl pole - at 
least most of this phrase sounded Ukrainian). We must skip four 
centuries for the next family exploit, assigned to the reign of King 
Alexander of Poland (ca. 1500). From then on, it is clear sailing until 
the time of the recipient of Mohyla's dedication.19 

To church historians Mohyla is best known as the author or principal 
co-author of the Orthodox Confession of Faith, a treatise consisting of 
three parts (that corresponded to the three theological virtues) and 
containing about 260 questions and answers. It was discussed and 
partly emended at a synod in Jassy (Ia§i) in Moldavia in 1642, and its 
Greek version was approved by all the four Greek Orthodox patri- 
archs a year later. The Confession was first published in modern Greek 
in 1667; it had been elaborated in Kiev in 1640, however, and its 
original language and one of its sources were in all likelihood Latin.20 

When it comes to vernaculars other than Ruthenian, Mohyla's 
19 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 328-29, and no. 46, pp. 330-33, 
esp. 331-32. SuSéans'kyj was the recipient of the vernacular adaptation of the 
Church Slavonic translation of the Homiliary wrongly attributed to Kallistos I, 
patriarch of Constantinople (1350-53; 1355-63); this adaptation was published by 
Mohyla in 1637 on the basis of the edition of Jev'je (1616). On some of the 
problems connected with the Slavic printed editions of the Homiliary by Ps.-Kallis- 
tos, cf. now D. Gonis, "Carigradskijat patriarx Kalist I i 'Uõitelno Evangelie,'" 
Palaeobulgarica 6, no. 2 (1982): 41-55, esp. 53. The coat-of-arms of the SuScan- 
s'kyjs is reproduced on the verso of the Homiliary's title, cf. Titov, p. 194. 
Mohyla's source (indicated in the margin of p. 331) for the origin of that coat-of- 
arms was the Polish Chronicle of Stryjkowski, "p. 187." 20 That the Orthodox Confession was "originally written in Latin" (Acmviori 
jtoœxov YeYQ<WévT]) is stated by Meletios Syrigos in his autograph manuscript. 
This is our only explicit evidence, and it is weighty: Syrigos was charged with 
emending the Confession's text and translated it into Greek in 1642. It is conceiv- 
able that the Confession could have been originally written in Polish; as yet, there 
is no proof for this thesis. That it should have been written in Ruthenian is the least 
likely of all. On the Confession and the question of its original language, cf., e.g., 
A. Malvy and M. Viller, La Confession orthodoxe de Pierre Moghila métropolite 
de Kiev (1633-1646) ... [ = Orientalia Christiana, 10] (Rome-Paris, 1927), 
esp. pp. li-lii (best); Zukovs'kyj, Petro Mohyla ... (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 169- 
184 (compilative); R. P. Popivchak, Peter Mohilay Metropolitan of Kiev (1633- 
47): Translation and Evaluation of His "Orthodox Confession of Faith" 1640 
[ = D.S.D. thesis no. 259 of the Catholic University of America] (Washington, 
D.C., 1975), pp. 17-18 (compilative; P. reports on the Polish theory by O. Bâr- 
lea [1947; inaccessible to me]). On the Summa by the Jesuit Canisius (d. 1597) as 
one source for the Confession, cf., e.g., M. Viller, "Une infiltration latine dans la 
théologie orthodoxe. La Confession orthodoxe attribuée à Pierre Moghila et le 
catéchisme de Canisius," Recherches de science religieuse 3, no. 2 (1912): 159-68 
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mastery of Polish, both of scholarly and of oratorical variety, is safely 
attested by his own published writings. Furthermore, there is evidence 
for Mohyla's knowing some modern Greek and handling it in print 
and, naturally enough, for his proficiency in spoken Roumanian, but 
no trace of his ever using Moldavian in writing. Such a find would be 
unlikely, both on account of the cultural situation of the time - prac- 
tically speaking, the earliest books in Roumanian, printed by Ukrain- 
ian printers dispatched by Mohyla to Wallachia and Moldavia, date 
only from the 1640s - and on account of the family tradition. The 
frescoes in the church at Sucevija, founded and richly endowed by the 
Movila family, are all in Slavonic.21 

In ̂ hich language did Mohyla write when he did so for his private 
use? My guess is, in Polish and Ruthenian rather than Slavonic or 
Latin. It is in Polish that he jotted down notes about commissions he 
made to various goldsmiths in 1629 (though one such note and two 
entries he made in books are in Ruthenian). Moreover, it is worth 
noting that Mohyla chose to write or dictate a deeply personal text, his 
will, in Polish rather than in Ruthenian or Latin. In that document he 
richly endowed his beloved college and gave it his library of books in 
several languages collected throughout his lifetime (this library burned 
in the 1650s). For these good deeds of his he imposed upon the future 
generations the obligation of carrying on instruction in Kiev's schools 
just as it had been carried on in his lifetime under the privileges 
granted by His Royal Majesty, the Polish king.22 

(textual parallels; dependence on Canisius in the choice of Scriptural quotations; 
parallels in the plan of both works; no wholesale borrowings). 21 Mohyla's "Spiritual Speech," given in Jassy before the wedding of Janusz 
RadziwiH to Maria, daughter of the Moldavian hospodar Vasilie Lupul, was 
printed in Kiev in 1645 in Polish (except for Scriptural quotations, all of which were 
in Old Church Slavonic). Mohyla tells us, however, that he had delivered that 
speech in the hospodar's church "partly in the Polish, partly in the Wallachian 
language (Woioskim Içzykiem)." Cf. Mowa duchowna przy szlubie laênie Oswie- 
conego P. Jego M. Pana I anus za Radziwila . . . , reprinted in A. Mihãilã, 
Contribuii la istoria cultura §i literatura romàne vechi (Bucharest, 1972), esp. 
p. 199. I am indebted to Professor Andrzej de Vincenz for a copy of Mihàila's 
reprint. For the Slavonic fresco inscriptions in Sucevija, cf., e.g., M. A. Musi- 
cesco, Le monastère de Sucevi¡ay 2nd ed. (Bucharest, 1967) (further bibliog- 
raphy on p. 55). 22 To help us decide what Mohyla's "intimate" written language - as opposed to 
the several languages in which he wrote for public consumption - may have been, 
we have the evidence of his autograph manuscript, published in Arxiv Jugo-Zapad- 
noj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 7 (Kiev, 1887), pp. 49-189. It is a miscellany, consisting of: 
(a) a record (pp. 49-132) of miracles wrought by the Orthodox faith in Mohyla's 
time (we drew upon this record for the story of the Tretjaks); (b) pieces of 
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IV 

On Easter 1632, twenty-three pupils (spudeov) of the college, headed 
by their professor of rhetoric, and presumably the school's prefect, 
liturgical poetry (pp. 133-70) composed by Mohyla (including the song in celebra- 
tion of Wladyslaw IV's ascent to the throne); (c) reflections (pp. 171-180) on 
monastic life; (d) lists (pp. 181-83) of contributors (with amounts contributed) to 
the work of restoration in St. Sophia and the Tithe church; (e) notes (pp. 184-85) 
concerning commissions to goldsmiths; and (f) a catalogue (pp. 186-89) of Latin 
books Mohyla bought in Warsaw in 1632/33. While the first two miracles (p. 49, 
localized in Pokuttja "beyond the Dnieper" and in Halve) and the very last one 
(pp. 131-32, localized in a town near Thessalonica) are in Ruthenian, almost 
everything in between is in quite correct Slavonic. Mohyla's liturgical poetry is 
close to Old Church Slavonic (true, once, on p. 137, he did write viroju instead of 
vërojq). Reflections on monastic life are in Slavonic. Lists of contributors to 
repairs of St. Sophia and the Tithe church are in Ruthenian. Notes concerning 
goldsmiths are in Polish (one note of a similar content being in Ruthenian). Finally, 
the catalogue of books is in Latin. The choices of Slavonic for liturgical poetry and 
for reflections on monastic life and of Latin for the book catalogue were imposed 
by the subject matter. The choice of Ruthenian for the lists of contributors may 
have had to do with the fact that, with one exception, all these contributors were 
Ruthenian. These lists were hardly a private document. Moreover, neither the 
description of Orthodox miracles, nor the poetry, nor the treatise on monasticism 
could have been written down for private use. These pieces must have been 
intended for eventual dissemination, some of them in the Orthodox world at large, 
since their goals were apologetic, edifying, liturgical and, in one case, panegyric. 
(Thus, the stories of Orthodox miracles are not a "journal"; on the other hand, 
neither are they evidence for Mohyla's championship of Slavonic as the literary 
language of Rus'.) In sum, when I guess that Polish even more than Ruthenian was 
the likely vehicle for Mohyla's "private" written language, I do it on the 
strength of the fact that the most personal of the six documents in Mohyla's 
autograph manuscript was in Polish. On various written languages of Rus' in our 
period, cf. the classic (if antiquated) work by P. Ziteckij, Oöerk literaturnoj 
istorii malorusskogo nareäja v XVII i XVIII vv., vol. 1 (Kiev, 1889), esp. 
pp. 15-151, 147-62, and its Ukrainian translation with L. A. Bulaxovs'kyj updat- 
ing preface: Narys literaturnoji istoriji ukrajins'koji movy v XVII vici (L'viv, 1941), 
esp. pp. 1-44, and 119-31; the reliable Martel, La langue polonaise (as in fn. 2 
above), passim; the excellent essay by George Y. Shevelov, "L'ukrainien litté- 
raire," Revue des études slaves 33 (1956): esp. pp. 73-76 (cf. its English transla- 
tion in A. Schenker and E. Stankiewicz, eds., The Slavic Literary Languages, New 
Haven, 1980), and, for the same author's latest views, A Historical Phonology of 
the Ukrainian Language (Heidelberg, 1979), §43: 3 = pp. 566-71 (succinct but also 
well balanced). Interpretations in these works differ from the "functional" one 
offered here. In spite of its promising title, the chapter "Movna koncepcija 
Kyjevo-Mohyljans'koji akademiji," in Bilodid, Kyjevo-Mohyljans'ka akademija 
(as in fn. 8 above), pp. 48-84, is of little use to anyone interested in the interplay 
of languages in seventeenth-century Rus'. On reasons for the use of various levels 
of language in seventeenth-century prefaces, cf. the good observations by Sazo- 
nova, "Ukrainskie . . . predislovija" (as in fn. 41 below), esp. p. 185. - For 
Mohyla's testament, cf. Pamjatniki . . . , 2 (1846) (as in fn. 1 above), no. XI, 
pp. 144-81 and Pamjatniki izdannye . . . , (1897) (as in fn. 4 above), no. XVI, 
pp. 429-39. The latter text was reprinted by Zukovs'kyj, Petro Mohyla (as in 
fn. 2 above), no. 21, pp. 244-47. For^Mohyla's Ruthenian (or even Ukrainian) 
entries in books he owned, cf. the Addendum to this fn. at the end of the present 
article. 
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Sofronij Pocas'kyj, submitted to Mohyla a versified pamphlet of 
thanks called Eucharisterion.23 The pamphlet, with a preface in prose 
signed by the professor (who used two Greek quotations), had two 
parts. Both give an idea of the horizon of the young men beginning 
their study in the newly founded college and of the cultural values 
inculcated into them. 

The first part of the pamphlet is entitled Helikon: Mohyla's grateful 
pupils erect that mountain of the Muses as a poetic act of gratitude to 
him. Their poem is also called the First Garden of Knowledge; eight 
"roots" appear in it, each of them described in verses signed by their 
student author, or at least reciter. The "roots" are Grammar, Rheto- 
ric, Dialectic, Arithmetic, Music, Geometry, Astronomy, and Theol- 
ogy, that is, the mediaeval trivium and quadriviwn in the usual 
sequence, plus theology. (The appearance of theology expressed the 
hopes and early aspirations of the school's authorities rather than 
subsequent reality, for, as we already know, the royal charter of 1635 
did not grant the college the right of teaching that science.) Helikon, or 
New Helikon, in case we have not guessed it yet, is the school - or 
one of the schools - presided over by Mohyla (a pun also on his 
name, Movila, i.e., "mountain" in Moldavian). 

The second part of the pamphlet, also written in verse, is called 
Parnass - again the home of the Muses and of Apollo - or the 
Second Garden of Knowledge. It, too, was erected by the school's 
pupils in honor of Mohyla. The second garden has ten offshoots of 
knowledge, that is, the nine Muses plus Apollo. The existence of two 
mountains calls for an explanation and the one that comes readily to 
mind is that they represent the efforts of the pupils of the Confrater- 
nity and the Caves Monastery schools, respectively. 

The language of both poems is heavily Polonized Ukrainian. Their 

23 For the text of the Eucharisterion, cf. the facsimile in this issue, pp. 255-93; 
S. T. Golubev, "PriloZenija k soöineniju: Istorija Kievskoj duxovnoj akademii, 
VIII," in Universitetskie izvestija of Kiev, 1886, no. 4, pt. 2, pp. 46-64; no. 5, 
pt. 2, pp. 65-69; Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 41, pp. 291-305; 
H. Rothe, Die älteste ostslavische Kunstdichtung 1575-1647, Zweiter Halbband 
(Giessen, 1977), pp. 293-315 (omitting the preface). Cf. also excerpts in O. I. 
Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija davrioji ukrajins'koji literatury (do kincja XV HI st.), 
3rd ed. (Kiev, 1967), pp. 191-192, and Bilodid, Kyjevo-Mohyljans'ka akademija 
(as in fn. 8 above), p. 26. For a partial versified translation into modern Ukrainian, 
cf. Apollonova ljutnja: Kyjivs'ki poety XVII-XVIII st. (Kiev, 1982), pp. 35-45 
(where all poems are attributed to Stefan-Sofronij Poöas'kyj). For secondary 
literature on the Eucharisterion, and a detailed discussion of its contents, cf. the 
article in this issue by N. Pylypiuk, pp. 45-70. 
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two concrete messages are the glorification of Christ, the Victor risen 
at Easter time, and the praise of Mohyla. Their two ideological 
messages seem to reflect the organizational compromise of 1631/32. 
They are, first, that Classics are good, but too classicizing an education 
is not a good thing; and, second, that the Uniates are certainly 
abominable. 

The poems themselves say this in part: Grammar looks forward to 
the time when the Rus', the descendants of the famous Roxolanians (a 
Sarmatian tribe whose mention provided antique ancestry for the 
Ruthenians and erudite credentials for the poem's author), will equal 
the wise pagans in learning. Dialectic (likened, after a saying of "the 
Stagirite," to a sharp thorn) wishes that the thorn of wisdom would 
prick the sight of "the sad Uniate basilisks [who are] cruel asps." Thus 
Aristotle was put aside with King David, since the "basilisks" and the 
"asps" alluded to Psalm 90 (91) :13. Music quotes the pagans Diogenes 
and Orpheus - along with the Byzantine John of Damascus. Geome- 
try refers in the same breath to Xenophanes of Colophon and to 
Christ, "the highest Geometer," who rose from under the earth ("the 
earth" being gê or gaia in Greek; bear in mind that the various poems 
were both honoring Mohyla and celebrating Easter of 1632). Finally, 
in the poem on Theology, Mohyla is indirectly likened to Hercules. As 
the "assiduous Spaniard" had set up a marble pillar on the shores of 
the Western ocean to mark the outer limits of Hercules's labors, so the 
archimandrite erected a column on the banks of the Dnieper in the 
"Septentrional" zone (pry berehax Dniprovyx pod sedmi triony) to 
mark the beginning of the ocean of Theology. On that spot Mohyla 
will put an end to the Ruthenians' search and to their pilgrimages to 
faraway lands to study that science; may the good Lord grant that from 
now on they listen "to theologians of their own." The verses addressed 
to Apollo toward the end of the poem Parnass invite the pagan god to 
visit the Ruthenian lands (krajev rossijs'kyx), which are hungry for 
learning. However, toward the very end of Parnass, both Apollo and 
his sisters, the Muses, are chased away and the Virgin Mary is asked to 
take up her abode among the students of the college. 

Two emblematic woodcuts adorn the tract.24 One depicts Mohyla 

24 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 293-99; Zukovs'kyj, Petro 
Mohyla (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 50 and 84; Rothe, Die älteste . . . Kunstdichtung 
(as in the preceding note), pp. 481 and 482 ( = figs. 38 and 39). A search for 
parallels for these and similar woodcuts in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
emblem books might well repay the effort. Mohyla himself bought a Latin book of 
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himself standing on Helicon and holding the pastoral staff and the 
branch of wisdom; he is spurning the scepter and the crown, an 
allusion to his having given up his claim to the throne of Moldavia. The 
other woodcut represents Mucius Scaevola, the hero of a Latin legend 
set in the sixth century b.c., who is standing on Parnassus and putting 
his right hand into the fire. The scene is included because the Mohyla 
family claimed descent from this Roman hero, a speculation not 
unparalleled both in the history of humanism and of the Balkans. 

This second woodcut sums up well the composite character of 
Mohyla's world. The hero of the woodcut is a Roman; he stands on a 
Greek mountain; with one exception, the explanatory legends are in 
Cyrillic script; but they contain Polonisms, such as the word zvytjazcy 
for "victor." The exception is something written in Greek letters on 
the left arm of Mucius Scaevola. The meaning of these letters seems to 
have escaped previous scholarship.25 Yet they deserve a closer look, 
for they tell us about the degree of familiarity with the Greek in 
Mohyla's milieu. They read skaia cheir 'left hand', and thus offer an 
etymologically correct pun on the name of Scaevola, because scaevus 
and skaios mean the same thing, namely, "left(-handed)," in Latin and 
Greek. Scaevola, we remember, got the nickname "left-handed" after 
putting his right hand into the fire and thus permanently crippling it. 

We can be virtually certain that the professor of rhetoric Sofronij 
Pocas'kyj, author of the Eucharisteriorís preface and perhaps of all 
its poems as well, was the same person as Stefan Poöas'kyj, the 
student of the Confraternity school who recited the very first poem of 
the Virili, a tract published in 1622 by Kasijan Sakovyõ to com- 
memorate the funeral of Hetmán Sahajdaõnyj.26 Ten years later, 
Poéas'kyj must have remembered his role in this literary enterprise. 
In short, there is" prima facie presumption that the immediate model 
for the Eucharisterion's plan and structure was offered by Sakovyé's 
Virsi. (In the wider scheme of things, of course, models for the 
Eucharisterion are to be looked for in contemporary textbooks of 

"Emblemata" in Warsaw in 1632, cf. Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 7 
(Kiev, 1887). d. 187. 
25 Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), p. 305, merely remarked: "there is also an 
inscription on the left sleeve" of Mucius Scaevola. S. T. Golubev's description in 
Universitetskie izvestija of Kiev, 1886, no. 4, pt. 2, p. 59, lacks any reference to 
Scaevola's left arm. 
26 For the text, cf., e.g., Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 11, pp. 37-50; 
Rothe, Die älteste . . . Kunstdichtung (as in fn. 23 above), pp. 219-246 (on p. 246 
references to other reprints, usually excerpts). 
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poetics and in Polish Renaissance and Baroque poetry.) The choice of 
Easter for reciting the Eucharisterion may have been influenced by 
what the printers of the Lavra had done in 1630: their Imnologia, a 
collection of ten signed poems, was an Easter offering to Mohyla, in 
which each author blended the praise of Christ, the risen Victor, with 
that of the archimandrite.27 

I know next to nothing of most of the youthful authors (or reciters) 
of Eucharisteriorts gratulatory poems. With two exceptions, such 
people as Theodor Suslo or Martyn Suryn are but colorful names to 
me. The exceptions are Vasylij Suäoans'kyj-Proskura, who, as we 
have just learned, was a son or a relative of the addressee of one of 
Mohyla's prefaces; and Heorhij Nehrebeckij, probably a relative of 
Father Constantine Niehrçbecki, namiestnik of St. Sophia of Kiev and 
one of the executors of Mohyla's will.28 

On the other hand, we know a great deal about some other officers 
or alumni of the college who were active or graduated during Mohyla's 
lifetime, since they are among the important intellectuals of the 
century: Epifanij Slavynec'kyj, who was a Hellenist recruited to Mos- 
cow by Patriarch Nikon; Arsenij Satanovs'kyj, an assistant to Slavy- 
nec'kyj, who also went to Moscow; and men who wrote both in 
Ukrainian and Polish and were authors of sermons and writers of 

27 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 35, pp. 234-39. With one excep- 
tion in the middle, those poems of the Imnologia that are written in Polemized 
Ukrainian regularly alternate with those in Slavonic. This arrangement may have 
been intentional. Two tracts published a year after the Eucharisterion are close to it 
in structure and in some motifs, and may have been influenced by it. They are (1) 
the Ev<t>ü)víct veselobrmjaéaa Na Vysoceslávnyj Thron Mitrópolii Kievskoj 
Séaslíve vstupújuâemu . . . Kyr Petru Monile. . . . ot Tipohrafovb v . . . 
Òudotvórnoj Lavre Peâérskoj pracújuéyxrb . . . dedikovánaja; cf. Titov, 
Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 42, pp. 306-309; Rothe, Die älteste . . . 
Kunstdichtung (as in fn. 23 above), pp. 315-22 (on p. 322 references to other 
reprints and excerpts); and (2) Mnemosyne stawy, pracy i trudow . . . Piotra 
Mohity . . . ná pozqdány onego wiazd do Kiowá; od Studentow Gymnasium w 
Bráctwie Kiowskim przezeñ fundowánego Éwiátu podána ... ; cf. Rothe, 
Die älteste . . . Kunstdichtung (as in fh. 23 above), pp. 323-43 (valuable as 
apparently the only full reprint; a few misunderstandings of the text). For an 
excerpt (in original and translation) from the Mnemosyne, cf. also Martel, La 
literature polonaise (as in fn. 2 above), p. 287 and fn. 1. Mnemosyne deserves 
further study. - An echo of the Eucharisterion (or of notions popular at the time 
of its composition) can be heard in this passage of Kossov's Exegesis: "their 
Benevolences, the Sirs citizens of Kiev and of other counties began to fill our 
horrea Apollinea with their children, like with little ants, and to call (these horrea) 
Helicon, Parnassus, and to glory in them." Cf. Arxiv (as in fn. 3 above), p. 423. 28 Cf. Pamjatniki . . . , 2 (1846) (as in fn. 1 above), p. 177; Pamjatniki iz- 
dannye . . . , 2 (1897) (as in fn. 4 above), p. 435; Zukovs'kyj, Petro Mohyla (as in 
fn. 2 above), pp. 246-47. Namiestnik is Polish for locumtenens. 
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prominence in other fields as well: Joannikij Galjatovs'kyj, Lazar 
Baranovyö and Antonij Radyvylovs'kyj. Thus from its very begin- 
nings, the college was both a producer of local intellectual leaders and 
a purveyor of talent abroad, above all to Moscow. It was to perform 
this double role for over a century.29 

V 

Mohyla was a loyal subject of the Polish Crown. He composed a 
liturgical poem in Church Slavonic to celebrate the enthronement of 
"our great tsar Wladyslaw <IV>." Whenever he spoke of "our father- 
land" (otíyzna nasa), he meant the Polish-Lithuanian Common- 
wealth. This should not astonish us: Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj himself 
used the term ojczyzna in the same sense as late as 1656, at least for 
the benefit of the Polish Crown hetmans and the Polish king.30 In 
Mohyla's own mind, the legitimacy of his being seated on the Kiev 
metropolitan's throne rested on three fondations: the inspiration by 
the Holy Ghost who moved the heart of His Majesty King Wlady- 
slaw IV; the blessing of the holy apostolic capital of Constantinople; 
and the will of the whole of the Ruthenian nation {narodu rossij- 

29 The role of Mohyla's college and academy as exporters of talent and printing 
know-how abroad and as training ground for foreign students is a well-researched 
topic. K. V. Xarlampovié, Malorossijskoe vlijanie na velikorusskuju cerkovnuju 
zizn', vol. 1 (Kazan', 1914), still remains a classic for Muscovy and Russia. For 
the most recent general survey, cf. "KuTturni zvjazky Kyjevo-Mohyljans'koji 
akademii," in Xyznjak, Kyjevo-Mohyljans'ka akademija (as in fn. 2 above), 
pp. 162-216 (discusses Muscovy and Russia, Belorussia, Moldavia and Wallachia, 
Serbia, and Greece). For Muscovy and Russia alone (and in a later period), 
cf. F. B. Korémaryk, Duxovi vplyvy Kyjeva na MoskovSèynu v dobu Het'- 
mans'koji Ukrajiny [= Shevchenko Scientific Society, Ukrainian Studies, 14] 
(New York, 1964). For Moldavia and Wallachia, cf. P. P. Panaitescu, "L'influence 
de l'oeuvre de Pierre Mogila, archevêque de Kiev dans les Principautés rou- 
maines," in Mélanges de V Ecole roumaine en France 1926, pt. 1 (Paris, 1926), 
pp. 3-95 (excellent); Zukovs'kyj, Petro Mohyla (as in m. 2 above), pp. 113-15; 
and the bibliographical article by Dr. Cazacu, pp. 184-222 below. I shall adduce 
but two telling examples for Moldavian contacts: In 1640, Sofronij Poòas'kyj, the 
moving spirit of the Eucharisterion, led some alumni and teachers of the college to 
Jassy, where they founded a school which continued for a few years. A year later, a 
printing press manned by Kievan printers was established there. 
30 "Great tsar Wladyslaw": Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 7 (Kiev, 
1887), p. 169 (caution: in the manuscript, the text of the poem is not in Mohyla's 
hand). "Fatherland": for the usage of Mohyla, cf., e.g., Titov, Materijaly (as in 
fn. 2 above), p. 333; for that of Xmel'nyc'kyj, cf. his letters addressed to the 
Crown hetmans and to King Jan Kazimierz, respectively, in A. B. Pernal, "Six 
Unpublished Letters of Bohdan Khmel'nyts'kyi (1656-1657)," Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies 6, no. 2 (June 1982) : 223 and 225; for Markian Balaban laying down his life 
for "his beloved otëyzna, the Polish Crown," cf. Titov, Materijaly, p. 186 (the text 
dates from 1627). 
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s'kohó)?1 What he and his successor on the Kiev throne, SyPvester 
Kossov, aspired to, but did not obtain, was equality for this Ruthenian 
nation within the framework of the Commonwealth. For all his Ortho- 
doxy and in spite of the fact that in 1640 he lavished fulsome praise on 
Tsar Mixail Fedorovic (to whom he applied for material assistance for 
Kiev's shrines and for permission - never granted - to found a 
special monastery in Moscow where Kievan monks could teach Greek 
and Slavonic to sons of boyars and to simple folk),32 Mohyla remained 
politically anti-Muscovite. He praised his noble Ruthenian addressees 
or their ancestors for taking part in campaigns against Moscow in the 
service of the Polish king; the family of one of them he extolled for 
having waged war on Moscow under King Stefan Batory (Báthory) ; 
another addressee he commended for participating in the expedition to 
Moscow under the leadership of the young Wladyslaw IV.33 When the 
brother of Metropolitan Iov Borec'kyj, Andrew, presumably alluded 
in conversation with Mohyla to the possibility of a union between 
Muscovy and Rus', Mohyla is said to have replied that this alone was 
enough to have Andrew Borec'kyj impaled.34 This loyalist attitude is a 
far cry from that displayed by the Borec'kyj brothers, by a man lower 
down on the social scale, the Belorussian Afanasij Filippoviõ, who 
traveled to Moscow and embarrassed Mohyla by his Orthodox intran- 

31 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), no. 49, p. 359: ja tedy v toj Rossijs'koj 
zemli z nadxnenja D(u)xa s(vja)t(o)ho do s(e)rdca Korolja jeho M(y)l(o)s(ty) 
Vladyslava Cetvertoho, nam Sëaslyve Panujuöoho i vseho Narodu Rossijs'koho 
voleju, vzjavSy urjad Rossijs'kyj Arxierejs'kyj za bl(aho)s(lo)veniem s(vja)tij$eji 
stolyci Av(o)s(to)Vsyko'i Konstantynopors'koji. . . . 
32 Cf. Pamjatniki izdannye . . . , 2 (1897) (as in fn. 4 above), pp. 423-27; Akty 
otnosjaãàiesja k istorii Juznoj i Zapadnoj Rossii . . . , vol. 3 (St. Petersburg, 
1861), nos. 18 and 33, pp. 27-29 and 39. Both documents are preserved only in 
contemporary Russian translation s beloruskogo pisma. Both were "read before 
the tsar." In 1640, Mohyla's locumtenens, Ihnatij, gave a detailed report in 
Moscow's Posol'skij prikaz on military and political events in the Ukraine, Lithu- 
ania, and Poland (he also repeated some gossip about relations between the Polish 
king and the Turkish sultan and about actions planned by the Habsburg emperor 
against the Swedes). He did not pass on any treasonous information, however. Cf. 
Akty otnosjaStiesja . . . , no. 22, pp. 32-34. On Mohyla's relations with Mos- 
cow, cf., e.g., V. Èjngorn, "O snoSeniax malorossijskogo duxovenstva s moskov- 
skim pravitel'stvom v carstvovanie Alekseja Mixajlovièa," Ùenija v Imp. Ob- 
Sõestve istorii i drevnostej rossijskix pri Moskovskom universitete 165 (1893, 
bk. 2): 24-32. 33 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), pp. 332 and 339. 
34 This story is reported by Pantelejmon KuliS, "Otpadenie Malorossii ot Pol'Si 
(1340-1654), torn pervyj," Ùenija v Imp. ObSõestve istorii i drevnostej rossij- 
skix pri Moskovskom universitete 145 (1888, bk. 2, pt. 3) : 179. KuliS gives no 
precise reference; he only points to the Glavnyj arxiv inostrannyx del as the source 
of his information. 
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sigence, or, finally, by those Orthodox whom Kasijan Sakovyõ ac- 
cused of betraying the Polish Crown's secrets to Moscow before 1646.35 
Mohyla's points of reference were Kiev, Warsaw, Jassy, and Constan- 
tinople, but hardly Moscow. To blame him for this, to impute that it 
was not so, or to call his religious policy a "Latin pseudo-morphosis of 
Orthodoxy," is to disregard our evidence, to imply that the yardstick 
for measuring what is Orthodox is kept in Russia, and to indulge in 
anachronisms.36 When it comes to Mohyla's theology, it is advisable to 

35 On Iov Borec'kyj's relations with Moscow and the Crown and on his tergiversa- 
tions, cf., e.g., Èjngorn, "O snoSenijax" (as in fn. 32 above), pp. 20-21; and 
K. Chodynicki's entry "Borecki, Jan" in Polski stownik biograficzny 2 (1936): 
315-317. For Borec'kyj's brothers, cf., e.g., the supplication addressed in 1640 to 
Tsar Mixail Fedorovié by Iov and Andreas's sister in Akty otnosjaãéiesja . . . 
(as in fn. 32 above),no. 32, pp. 38-39. On Filippoviö, cf. A. F. Korsunov, 
Afanasij Filippoviê: Zizrì i tvoréestvo (Minsk, 1965) and the review of this 
book by F. Sysyn in Kritika 8, no. 3 (Spring 1972): 118-29. For Sakovyo's 
charges, and Mohyla's refutation, cf. Lithos . . . , in Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, 
pt. 1, vol. 9 (Kiev, 1893), p. 4 and fn. On the date of Sakovyo's charges, cf., ibid., 
S. Golubev's introduction, p. 134 and fn. 1. 
36 I have in mind, inter alia, the grave indictment of Mohyla by the late Father G. 
Florovsky, for whom the "crypto-Romanism" and the "pseudo-morphosis of 
Orthodoxy" propagated by our metropolitan were "probably more dangerous than 
the Union itself." Cf. Father Florovsky 's celebrated Putì russkogo bogoslovija, 2nd 
ed. (Paris, 1981), pp. 44-56, esp. p. 49, and Ways of Russian Theology, vol. 1 
(Belmont, Mass., 1979) (a somewhat revamped and enlarged English version of 
Putì), pp. 64-85. The very brilliance of Father Florovsky's portrayal of Mohyla 
should not bund us to the fact that the author wrote not as an "unbiased" historian 
(for he did not believe that such a person could exist), but as a Russian theologian. 
Keeping this in mind, we may sympathize with Father Florovsky's disapproval of 
Mohyla. His casting doubt on Mohyla's Orthodoxy is another matter. Beginning 
with the seventeenth century, all Orthodox ecclesiastics who were not bound by 
Russian standards of confessional purity (and some who were) found few or no 
objections to Mohyla's Confession or to the Latin ingredients in it (assuming that 
they were aware of these ingredients); and they never impugned his Orthodoxy. 
Father Florovsky may have been right in viewing Mohyla's thought and reforms as 
alien to Russian theology, but was less justified in blaming their author for it. On 
my reading of the evidence, Mohyla (and the vast majority of upper-class educated 
Orthodox living in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in the first half of the 
seventeenth century) gave relatively little thought to Muscovy; they lived in a 
different world. Moscow was absent from the modern place-names adduced among 
various illustrative examples in Smotryc'kyj's Slavonic grammar of 1619; his list 
was limited to Kiev, Cracow, L'viv, and Wilno (Vilnius). It would follow that in 
terms of mere history, Mohyla belongs in Father Florovsky's book only tangen- 
tially - for instance, as a parallel to Patriarch Nikon and as a man who helped 
create the preconditions for the later invasion of Muscovy and Russia by Ukrainian 
and Belorussian clerical erudites and theologians. Cf. also Professor Sysyn's review 
article in this issue, pp. 155-187. [Father Florovsky's strictures against Mohyla and 
his school have their antecedents in ninteenth-century Russian historiography. To 
my knowledge, thev only nineteenth-century Ukrainian historian unfriendly to 
Mohyla was Taras Sevèenko's younger contemporary, Pantelejmon KuliS.] 
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keep the verdict of Mohyla's Orthodox contemporaries in mind. In 
1642/43, Greek Orthodox patriarchs and hierarchs found his Ortho- 
doxy in order: they scrutinized his Orthodox Confession of Faith and 
ended up by approving it. In this approved form, the document was 
highly valued and accepted as the official profession pf faith by all the 
leaders of Orthodox churches of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 
turies, including Adrian, the last patriarch of Moscow before Peter I's 
reforms, and Arsenij, enemy of Peter's reforms and metropolitan of 
Rostov in the 1750s, who considered Mohyla's catechism "more essen- 
tial for the priest than philosophy." 

What Mohyla's attitude toward Hetmán Xmel'nyc'kyj would have 
been we cannot say, since his death on 1 January 1647, new style, 
came more than a year before Xmel'nyc'kyj's uprising, dubbed "civil 
war" in contemporary Polish sources. To form an educated guess on 
Mohyla's putative attitude, it will be helpful to remember that in a 
hagiographical piece dating from after 1629, he had a local saint 
frustrate the Zaporozhian Cossacks' plan to plunder the Moldavian 
city of Suceava; and that two of his first cousins were wives of 
Stanislaw Rewera Potocki, the Polish palatine of Braclav and Cracow, 
and a third was married to the fiercely anti-Cossack Prince Jeremiah 
VySnevec'kyj. 

At first, the uprising itself did not badly disrupt the teaching at the 
college - some of its important alumni graduated from it around 1649 
or 1650 and serious war damage to its buildings occurred only in the 
fifties - nor did it stem the wave of Latin and Polish influence.37 The 
will of the whole Ruthenian nation, to use Mohyla's own words - or 
at least of its Ukrainian branch - was favorable to the college. In 
1651 and 1656 Hetmán Xmel'nyc'kyj endowed the monastery of the 
Kiev confraternity and "the schools attached to it" with the expropri- 

37 Two examples: In Rosa inter spinas, a textbook of poetics dating from 1686 (the 
year of the official incorporation of Kiev into the Tsardom of Muscovy), students 
were given Polish examples culled from the cycle of poems by Samuel Twardowski; 
the cycle, written in 1634, was entitled "The Felicitous Expedition Against Moscow 
by the Most Serene Wladysiaw IV." On Rosa, cf. Luzny, Pisarze (as in fa. 6 
above), esp. pp. 37-38. As late as the 1690s, textbooks on rhetoric recorded Latin 
and Polish eulogies or funerary orations in honor of Xmel'nyc'kyj, cf. V. Peretc in 
Ctenija v istoriöeskom obSöestve Nestora Letopisca 14 (1890): 11-20. - The 
Latin legacy of Mohyla's college was so strong that some courses were taught in 
that language in the Russian Empire's ecclesiastical academies and seminaries as 
late as the 1840s. Cf. Golubev, "Kievo-mogiljanskaja kollegija . . ." (as in fn. 8 
above), p. 544. 
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ated landed possessions of the Dominican fathers in and near Kiev,38 
those of the Jesuits and those of the Catholic bishop and chapter of 
Kiev; thus the college profited in the redistribution of the spoils. The 
Treaty of Bila Cerkva of 1651 expressly mentions the rights of the Kiev 
college. However, the chief - and highly valuable - assistance the 
Cossack uprising and its aftermath of 1654 gave the Mohyla college 
was indirect. It consisted in the expulsion of the Jesuits from the 
Ukraine: they were never to return to Kiev. In this way, serious 
competition to the college was eliminated, a competition which might 
have been a threat to it if the Jesuits were to stay. The potentially most 
advantageous decision connected with the Cossacks came to the col- 
lege not through Xmel'nyc'kyj, but through Hetmán Vyhovs'kyj and 
the Treaty of Hadjaé of 1658. This treaty raised the college to the 
rank of academy and endowed it with the same prerogatives and 
liberties as "the Academy of the University of Cracow." It even 
provided that a second academy be erected in the Ukraine. Although 
this provision of the Hadjaö treaty remained as unenforced as the 
others, it did give the teachers at the college a new impetus in their 
attempts to enhance their school's status. In 1670, Hetmán Peter 
DoroSenko instructed his envoys to the negotiations with the Polish 
side in Ostroh to press for the establishment of an academy in the 
Ukraine. But it was the Russian Peter I who finally satisfied the 
Kievan teachers' wishes (1694 and 1701). 

VI 

For all its undeniable achievements, Mohyla's college did not produce 
original thought. This was not only because original thought is rare in 
human affairs, but also because the college's goal was fully to absorb 
existing, in this particular case, Western, cultural standards. Those 
who are catching up with established value systems strive for parity, 
not for originality. Involved contemporaries do not feel this to be a 

38 Dominicans: cf. I. Kryp"jakevyo and I. Butyè, Dokumenty Bohdana XmeV- 
nyc'koho (Kiev, 1961), no. 131, pp. 209-210 (on p. 210, references to earlier 
editions). In 1659, the Kiev polkovnyk V. Dvorec'kyj issued a detailed confirma- 
tion of Xmel'nyc'kyj's universal of 1651, cf. Pamjatniki . . . , 2 (1846) (as in fn. 1 
above), no. XIX, pp. 213-22, and Pamjatniki izdannye . . . , 2 (1897) (as in fn. 4 
above), no. XXIV, pp. 449-51. Jesuits: Kryp"jakevyõ-Butyõ, Dokumenty (as in 
this fn., above), no. 349, pp. 467-68 (on p. 468, references to-earlier editions). In 
1659, Tsar Aleksej Mixailoviö confirmed XmePnyc'kyj's universal of 1656, cf. 
Pamjatniki izdannye . . . , 2 (1897) (as in fn. 4 above), no. XXV, pp. 451-53. 
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drawback; those few who do, gamble on original contributions com- 
ing after parity is achieved. 

To be sure, a short-cut to original contributions does exist. It runs 
through changing the rules of the game: forgetting all about catching 
up and striking out on one's own instead (or in the wake of others who 
already have left the catching-up problems behind). In the history of 
learning and education, the challenge issued by the fledgling Collège 
de France to the Sorbonne a century before Mohyla is the case in 
point. Such short-cuts are taken only rarely in the course of civiliza- 
tion, however, and it would be unfair to Mohyla and to his successors 
to demand from them an act that was beyond their reach. The original 
contribution we might expect from Mohyla's college and academy is of 
a different kind. What went on there did affect the growth of a 
peculiarly Ukrainian consciousness. In that respect, however, the early 
college was the successful continuator of incipient trends rather than 
an initiator of new ones; and in later years its impact on national 
consciousness was not explicitly intended. 

One contribution was made in the early period: intellectuals in the 
milieu of Mohyla (as well as in that of his immediate predecessors) 
rediscovered Kiev's early past. The roots of the Kievan present were 
traced back to that past, and historical continuity was established 
between the earliest Rus' and Kiev on the one hand and the Ukraine of 
the early seventeenth century on the other. Following in the tracks of 
Zaxarij Kopystens'kyj and of the Virsi on Sahajdacnyj's funeral in 
1622, Mohyla adopted the conception of the Kievan Primary Chronicle 
and traced the Rus' nation back to Japhet. That nation was called "the 
nation of Vladimir" by one student of his school.39 Inscriptions in the 
Church of the Savior in Berestovo, restored by Mohyla in 1643/44, 
connect his name, the name of the metropolitan of all Rus' (y'seç 
Rossii), with that of the "autocrat" ruler of all Rus' (vseç Rossii) 
Vladimir the Great (who was thereby promoted to imperial rank) 
(figs. 3-4, pp. 43-44) ̂  and we already know that in his genealogi- 
39 For descent from "the noble" Japhet (and not from the "ignoble" Cham, as 
insinuated by the Polish critics), cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), p. 268; for 
the "nation of Vladimir (narodu Wlodzimierza)" who built 300 churches in Kiev 
"according to Stryjkowski," see Rothe, Die älteste . . . Kunstdichtung (as in fn. 23 
above), p. 328, lines 21-22. 
40 The Berestovo inscription of 1643 runs as follows: Síju c(e)rkov''Sozdà 
velíkijW i vseç Rossii knjaz' I samodczec, S(vja)tyj''Vladimir: Vo s(vja)tom' 
Kr(e)Soé{n)ii Vasili(j). Po lë''tëx îe Mnóhix, I p¿ ra''zorénii ot bezboi- 
nyx Tatar '' Proizvoléiniem [sic] B(o)iiim'obnovise Smirénnynrb''Petrom 
Mohiloju arxiep(i)s(ko)pom Mitropolitom Kievski(m) Halickim I vse£ Rossii. 
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cal flatteries Mohyla traced the ancestry of his addressees back to the 
times of Vladimir the Great and invoked Rus' chroniclers in support of 
his statements. Finally, in the laudatory poems that the students of 
Mohyla's school and the printers of Kiev composed on the occasion of 
his enthronement in 1633, the Cathedral of Saint Sophia (later re- 
stored by him) commended (polecaju) to the newly installed metro- 
politan the walls that it had received from Jaroslav the Wise.41 

Eksarxoju s(vja)taho''Ko(n)stantínopolskoho ap(o)s(to)lskaho pr(ê)s(to)la arxi- 
mandritom Peèerskim. Vo slávu Na Thavorë PreobrazSahos(e) X(rist)a 
B(o)ha || slóva 1643. hodà.' ot Sotvorenie ie miru, 7151: [There follow some 
letters, probably P, O, M, K, T, Ot, H; are they the painter's signature?]. To my 
knowledge, this inscription is unpublished. 41 For tracing the ancestry of a Ruthenian aristocrat back to Kievan princes 
Svjatoslav, "Wlodzimirz, Boriss" and "Hlib," cf. Zaxarij Kopystens'kyj's preface 
addressed to Prince Stefan Svjatopolk éetvertens'kyj in 1623, Titov, Materijaly 
(as in £n. 2 above), p. 69, and KaTnofojs'kyj's verses on the Öetvertens'kyjs in 
Teratourgêma of 1638, Rothe, Die älteste . . . Kunstdichtung (as in fn. 23 above), 
p. 420. For comparing Prince Constantine Ostrois'kyj to Vladimir and Jaroslav, 
cf. the poem in the Ostrón Bible (1581), reprinted in Rothe, ibid., pp. 5-6. For 
passages on St. Sophia's walls, cf. Mnemosyne in Rothe, ibid., poem 9, 13-20, 
pp. 334-335; poem 11, 3-6, p. 337; and Escavici veselobrmjaëaa (as in fn. 27 
above), p. 310 (Titov) and 319 (Rothe). The relevant passage of the Eü<t>ü)vía is 
also reproduced in Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija (as in fn. 19 above), p. 194. - For 
recent Soviet views on the rediscovery of Kiev's past in the Mohyla circle, cf. the 
two chapters by L. I. Sazonova, "Ukrainskie staropeõatnye predislovija (bor'ba 
za nacional'noe edinstvo)" and "Ukrainskie staropeõatnye predislovija (osoben- 
nosti literaturnoj formy)," in A. N. Robinson et al., eds., Rus s ka ja staropeöatnaja 
literatura (XVI-pervaja õetvert' XVIII v.) (Moscow, 1981), pp. 129-52, 153-87 
(several interesting observations on levels of language in the prefaces, on L'viv and 
Kiev prints as models used by Patriarch Nikon, on SuSoans'kyj-Proskura, on 
invoking princely ancestry for the Ostrozs'kyjs and the Cetvertens'kyjs and on 
the change in the character of the prefaces brought by the year 1654; p. 168, 
confusion on the meaning of rossijs'komu rodu or naroda rossijs'koho - these 
terms are taken to refer to "Russians in general"; p. 137, a charming slip going 
back to pre-1914: juinorusskom krae used with reference to places like L'viv, 
Vilnius and Kiev); and I. S. Zaxara, "Istorija Kyjivs'koji Rusi v ocinci dijaõiv 
Kyjevo-Mohyljans'koji akademiji," in Ja. D. Isajevyõ et al., eds., Kyjivs'ka Rus': 
Kulr tura, tradyciji (Kiev, 1982), pp. 89-92 (according to the author, professors of 
the academy invoked old Kievan traditions to promote the idea of unification with 
brotherly Russia - the new "reunited" state had to be as strong as Kievan Rus' 
had been in her day). Much better are the few sober pages by Ja. D. Isajevyõ, 
"Rol' kul'turnoji spadSõyny Kyjivs'koji Rusi v rozvytku miíslov"jans'kyx 
zv"jazkiv doby feodalizmu," in Ja. D. Isajevyõ et ai., eds., Z istoriji miislov'- 
jans'kyx zv"jazkiv (Kiev, 1983), esp. pp. 7, 10-14. - Two motifs of ideal geneal- 
ogy used in the circle of Mohyla or in his college (as well as in other places) to 
enhance the image of Rus' and of Kiev have been left out of consideration here. In 
my view, they belong, originally at least, in a different context, that of establishing 
the legitimacy and antiquity of the Orthodox faith, and even its superiority over the 
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This contribution, much as establishing historical continuities may 
appeal to us, was of limited importance. To realize this, we have only 
to recall that when financial need arose, Mohyla pointed out to the 
autocrat Muscovite tsar that both "autocrat" rulers, Vladimir and 
Jaroslav the Wise, were the tsar's forebears;42 or to juxtapose the Kiev 
intellectuals' search for roots of their Rus' with the impressive claims 
to antiquity and suzerainty that the less sophisticated compilers of the 

Stepennaja kniga had elaborated in Moscow three quarters of a century 
earlier. To be sure, there are similarities in both searches for roots. 
When Mohyla spoke of "seventeen generations" that had elapsed 
"since their graces, the Stetkeviös, were born to senatorial dignity,"43 
his device paralleled the conception of the Stepennaja kniga. However, 
Kievan intellectuals did little with the resources close to home, com- 

pared to what Muscovite bookmen had done with the faraway Kievan 
tradition. Before we find these intellectuals sadly wanting, we should 
consider the differences in the respective historical settings of Kiev and 
Moscow: the genealogies produced by the Kievan intellectuals ad- 
dressed the mere remnants of the Ruthenian upper class, while those 

produced by the bookmen of Moscow supported the claims of a 

powerful and vigorous dynasty. This dynasty obtained final suzerainty 
over the city of Kiev in 1686, but its garrisons were present there as 

early as 1654. From the 1670s Kiev professors, such as Innokentij 
Gizel', entered the ranks of the dynasty's ideologists; and the practice 
of establishing direct links between the Kiev of Vladimir and that of 
the college had soon to be abandoned. From then on, the whole 

panoply of speculations about Kiev's glorious past began to be used for 
the benefit of Kiev's new rulers and the term rossijskij began to acquire 
the meaning of "Russian." As late as July of 1705, Prokopovyé called 
Hetmán Mazepa "a great successor" and a mirror image of Vladimir; 

Roman one. These are (1) the motif of "Roxolanian Sion," i.e., the Orthodox 
Church of Rus' with Kiev in her center as spiritual daughter of Jerusalem (a motif 
occurring before Mohyla's time, but used in his milieu or by his successor in the 
1630s and 1650s); and (2) the motif of Kiev as the Second Jerusalem (a motif which 
is later and less frequently attested, but better known to modern scholars on 
account of R. Stupperich's article of 1935, for which cf. m. 44 below). This latter 
motif, an outgrowth of the first, was used for the benefit of two tsars: in 1654 by the 
spokesman of Hetmán Ivan Zolotarenko near Smolensk (cf. Akty otnosjaSöies- 
ja. . . [as in fn. 32 above], vol. 14 [1889], no. 7, col. 176) and in 1705 [?] and 1706 
by Prokopovyé in Kiev. 
42 Cf. Pamjatniki izdannye . . . , 2 (1897) (as in fn. 4 above), pp. 425-426; Akty 
otnosjaSëiesja ... (as in fh. 32 above) no. 18, esp. pp. 28-29. 43 Cf. Titov, Materijaly (as in fn. 2 above), p. 338. 
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but on July 5 of 1706, during Peter I's visit to Kiev, the same 
Prokopovyc delivered a welcoming sermon in which he saw to it that 
both the hills of that Second Jerusalem and the Church of St. Sophia 
would sing the glories of the tsar vseja Rossii, the descendant and 
successor not only of Vladimir, but also of Jaroslav, Svjatoslav, 
Vsevolod and Svjatopolk, and the true embodiment of their virtues.44 
To judge by Gizel' and Prokopovyc alone, in the mature period of 
Mohyla's school its leading professors used history to promote the 
notion of All-Russian oneness as much as their predecessors used it to 
foster local patriotism. 

The main, and the most lasting, contribution the college made to a 
specifically Ukrainian consciousness was an indirect one, and it began 
in Mohyla's lifetime. It consisted in the general raising of the level of 
Kiev's intellectual life, in imbuing Ruthenian youth with Western 
cultural notions, and thus in providing the elite with cultural self- 
confidence with respect to the Poles. These Western notions may 
appear to us, modern readers of the Eucharisterion, not to be of the 
highest order. A revolutionary change must have occurred from the 
local point of view, however, when a Ruthenian student spoke of 
Mt. Helicon rather than Mt. Thabor and listened to Horace rather 
than to the Oktoix. By combining its Western tinge and Latino-Polish 
message with Orthodoxy, Mohyla's college performed a double task: it 
provided an alternative to the outright Polonization of the Ukrainian 
elite, and it delayed its Russification after 1686. It thus helped 
strengthen, or at least preserve, that elite's feelings of "otherness" 
from both the Poles ajid the Muscovites (and subsequently Russians), 
and created the basis for the later affirmative feelings of Ukrainian 
identity.45 

44 For Prokopovyö's flattery of Mazepa (seho [Vladimir's] izobraienye pryjmy 
ot nas, jako toho z velykyj naslidnyk . . . Zry sebe samaho v Vladymeri, zry v 
pozori som, aky v zercali . . .), see the Prologue to Vladimerb, I. P. Eremin, ed., 
Feofan Prokopovyâ, Soöinenija (Moscow and Leningrad, 1961), p. 152. The 
sermon of 5 July 1706, entitled "Slovo privetstvitel'noe na prisestvie vb Kiev* 
Ego Carskago Presvétlago Veliöestva . . . ," is in Feofana Prokopoviéa . . . 
Slova i réã pouéitel'nyja, poxvaVnyja i pozdraviteVnyja . . . , vol. 1 (St. Peters- 
burg, 1760), cf. esp. pp. 2-5, 10-11. Its text is discussed in R. Stupperich, "Kiev 
- das zweite Jerusalem. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des ukrainisch-russischen 
Nationelbewusstseins," Zeitschrift für slavische Philologie 12, no. 3/4 (1935): 
332-55, cf. esp. pp. 333-36; and in Jury Serech (G. Y. Shevelov), "On Teofan 
Prokopoviõ as Writer and Preacher in His Kiev Period," Harvard Slavic Studies 2 
(1954), esp. pp. 216-21. Professor Shevelov stresses the sermon's religious, rather 
than political, aspects. 45 I discover with interest that Jablonowski, Akademia (as in fn. 8 above), p. 248, 
made a similar assessment over eighty years ago. 
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40 IHOR §EVèENKO 

Today, Mohyla and his college continue to serve as points of 
reference for scholars, both in Europe and in America, who trace the 
growth of civilization and of national traditions among Eastern Slavs in 
early modern times; thus when a student of the college wrote in 1633 

Gdyz Europa, Azja i kraj Ameryká, 
Z Ptomienist§ Lybi$ Mohilow wykrzyka,46 

his Baroque hyperbole had the makings of a true prophecy. 

Harvard University 

Addendum to footnote 22: We can still read entries that Mohyla made or 
dictated in two books he owned. The first of them stands on fol. 3V of the 
Monacensis Slavicus 1, a precious Gospel manuscript of Stephen the Great, 
dating from 1493. It is in a vernacular which can be considered Ukrainian and 
runs as follows (I do not expand the contractions; supralinear letters are put in 
parentheses): 

Róku bo(¿) naro(z)nia axlz [ =1637]: Mca deka(b) kã:'Ja Pétn> 
Mohyla arxyep(s)pi> Mytropoly(t) Kievskij 'Halyckij i vsea Rossiy arxy- 
ma(n)dry(t) s. lavry Ve(ly)kia' Peéersia [sic] Kievskia. Kupyle(m) sie stoe 
Eu(h)lie; Y(?)na' dalemb vëéno y neporusno v xra(m) Preà(s)toy B(d)cy 
Mo'nastyra Peéer(s)koho, h(d)e télo moe polo(z)no bude(t) 

The script of the note is so professional, and so different from that of the 

following entry, that it is difficult to assert that the note in question is an 

autograph. It must, however, reflect Mohyla's own words. 
The second entry is on fol. 3r of a Greek Leiturgiarion written by a nun 

Melania in L'viv in 1620. It is in Ruthenian, is surely an autograph, and runs as 
follows: 

Petrb Mohyla A(r)xiep(s)pi> Mytropoly(t) Kievskiy rukoju vl(as)noju 

Cf. P. P. Panaitescu, "Un autograf al lui Petru Movila pe un tetraevanghel al 
lui §tefan cel Mare," Revista ¿storica Romàna 9 (1939): 82-87 (facsimile 
on p. 84) and V. Brätulescu, Miniaturi §i manuscrise din Museul de Arta 

Religioasä (Bucharest, 1939), pp. 37-43 (facsimile on pl. IX). 

46 Mnemosyne, in Rothe, Die älteste . . . Kunstdichtung (as in fn. 23 above), 
poem 13, lines 29-30, p. 340: "While Europe, Asia, and the country of America 
together with the flamboyant Libya [i.e., Africa] proclaim <the glory of) the 
Mohylas, ..." 
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Fig. 2. Church of the Savior at Berestovo. Scroll held by the Prophet Zepha- 
niah. 1643/44. (Photo Sevcenko 1970) 
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Peter Mohyla. Fresco portrait. Church of 
the Savior at Berestovo. Kiev, 1644/45. 
(Photo Sevcenko 1970) 
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